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Choosing a mobile, rugged computer 
to maximise port efficiency 
The powerful Duros 8404 goes where it’s needed, whether on 
a machine or on the deck
Matt Meersman, Duros, Tempe, AZ, USA

It’s difficult to imagine that ink and paper ledgers were, at one 
time, the sole means of organising all the comings and goings 
at a port. With the sheer volume of trade in today’s global 
marketplace, computers have become indispensible in managing 
the massive amounts of cargo processed every day. 

When it comes to moving, tracking and coordinating the 
placement of containers, many of the world’s ports have relied 
on the Duros™ 1214 rugged, fixed-mount computer, because it 
is reliable, powerful and engineered to withstand the challenging 
port environment. 

Now, ports are also taking a renewed interest in the Duros 8404 
tablet computer, which was recently reengineered to include an 
Intel® Atom™ processor and an improved sunlight-viewable 8.4” 
diagonal SVGA resistive touchscreen. 

Machine-mounted or handheld performance 
The Duros 8404 can be mounted easily onto a variety of 
industrial machinery – including forklifts, pallet trucks, pickers 
and cranes – with limited intrusion into valuable cabin space, or 
picked up and taken with the operator. 

 
Rugged design with extras integrated 

the Duros™, 8404, engineered by Jlt, is a fourth-generation, powerful 
Windows-XP tablet computer that is designed for battling harsh 
environments. a variety of accessories, including the carrying Hook 
and shoulder case enable the Duros 8404 to be as portable as you 
need it to be. it can also become your portable rugged communication 
and navigation centre with the Vehicle Docking station. mount it in 
a vehicle, then pop it out and take it with you. You stay connected to 
main operations and databases as you move around.

Wireless Communications
•  integrated Wlan 802.11 a/b/g
•  integrated Bluetooth® 2.0 + eDr class 1
• optional gsm, gPrs, eDge, Umts, WcDma
• optional gPs
• Fcc: Part 15 subpart B, class B
Ports
• 1 UsB 2.0 • expansion port for grip integrated modules
• Dc input •  Docking connector
• rJ45 ethernet  

the upgraded and improved Duros™ 8404 tablet computer is easy to integrate and install, without the need for specialised it people to set up.  it is optimised for 
port-specific, browser-based software like navis sParcs.
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For example, a forklift operator might use the Duros as an 
onboard communications centre. He could also remove it from 
the docking cradle and use the ergonomically designed handgrip/
wrist strap to take the computer with him while getting a closer 
look at cargo on foot. 

Because it is one of the most rugged computers in the 
market, due to its solid-aluminium chassis and non-rotating 
compact flash drive, there is no need to worry about accidental 
drops and falls. The ultra-rugged Duros 8404 is tested to 
withstand an impact on concrete from a fall of up to 1.22 
metres (four feet). 

Challenging coastal weather is also no problem for the 
computer, which operates at extremes from -20° C to +50° C 
(-4° F to +122° F). It is sealed against the elements and is tested 
to MIL-STD-810F for vibration, functional shock, high and low 
temperatures, and drops. 

Variable lighting conditions  
No matter what the elements bring, the job has to get done 
and get done accurately. And sometimes blue skies and dazzling 
sunlight can complicate matters for operators who rely on reading 
data on computer screens to do their jobs. Who hasn’t been 

frustrated when reading a screen, whether on a computer or a 
mobile phone, in bright sunlight? 

The new LED sunlight-viewable display on the 8404 achieves 
brightness of 1,100 nit (candelas per square metre), making it easy 
to see in the most glaring sunlight. The screen is also dimmable 
from zero to 100 per cent and has a 120-degree viewing angle. 

Power and efficiency  
At 1.1 GHz, Intel’s Atom Processor provides increased processing 
power with greater efficiency, resulting in faster computing, 
producing less heat and extending the battery life. The Duros 
packs up to 1 GB memory and up to 120 GB storage (up to 64 
GB solid state drive). It supports various Microsoft® Windows® 
operating systems including XP Professional, XP Embedded, and 
7.0. Its hot-swappable battery diminishes downtime and provides 
continuous battery life. 

Designed with connectivity in mind, the Duros 8404 comes 
equipped with integrated WLAN and Bluetooth®. Customer-
specific GSM, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, WCDMA and GPS are also 
available. 

The powerful Duros 8404 is engineered to perform reliably in 
port environments, making it a sound technological investment.

Duros is one of three product lines of RMT Inc., the leading provider of fully 

rugged, highly customisable hardware solutions for challenging environments. 

Engineered by JLT, Duros’ vehicle-mounted terminals and tablet computers provide 

ultra-rugged computing solutions for the roughest situations. Duros is based in 

Tempe, Ariz., USA. 
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